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Purpose—Balancing navigational freedom against coastal State security concerns in the context of privately contracted armed security personnel (PCASP) on board ships and floating armories (FA) at sea.


Findings—Maritime incidents demonstrate that FA and PCASP on board ships can be non-peaceful and can prejudice coastal State security. However, current regulations do not satisfy coastal State security concerns. To meet this lacuna, the role of the IMO is indispensable. Meanwhile, the “prior notification” requirement can be viewed as a precautionary measure of Maritime Domain Awareness. The resol-
tion lies in serving the cause for coastal State security through a functional interpretation of the ambiguous UNCLOS provisions regarding the prior notification requirement.

**Practical Implications**—The study contributes to the study of conflict management concerning coastal State security regulations levied on ships of third States—which otherwise enjoy the right to innocent passage in the TS and the high seas freedom of navigation in the EEZ.

**Originality, Value**—The topic has not largely been touched upon. This paper makes original contributions in drawing its independent resolution.
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**I. Introduction**

The piracy affecting Somali waters caused tremendous losses to merchant vessels transiting the Gulf of Aden, a strategic link between the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean.¹ Maritime piracy and armed robbery against ships posed a grave risk to vessels and seafarers as they extended into the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean and surged off the west coast of Africa.² Such increase in violence and criminality at sea triggered various governmental and shipping industry initiatives for protection against them.³ Though joint-counter piracy efforts by the stakeholders resulted in a steady decline in pirate attacks, the United Nations Security Council expressed its concern over the ongoing threat of “resurgent piracy and armed robbery at sea” in the Gulf of Aden and the Somali Basin.⁴

**A. Effective Response to Piracy in the High Risk Area**

Warships began to increasingly serve as anti-piracy patrol tools in mid-2009 and this effort to tackle piracy in the Gulf of Aden was supported by the Multinational Task Force 151, European Union Naval Force, North Atlantic Treaty Organization and independent national naval patrols from China, Russia, India, etc.⁵ Further, to enhance better coordination, platforms like Shared Awareness and Deconfliction (hereinafter SHADE) for the States and the Maritime Security Centre—Horn of Africa (hereinafter MSCHOA) for the shipping industry, surfaced.⁶ In 2011, the International Maritime Organization (hereinafter IMO) adopted Best Management Practices (hereinafter BMP) developed under the auspices of the International Chamber of Shipping (hereinafter ICS) for the protection of Seafarers from Somali-based piracy.⁷ BMP assists ships in avoiding, deterring or delaying maritime piracy and armed robbery attacks at sea.⁸

For the purpose of BMP, an area within the designated Voluntary Reporting Area of the United Kingdom Maritime Trade Operations (hereinafter UKMTO)⁹
where there is a considerable higher piracy risk and within which self-protective measures are most likely to be required is termed as a High Risk Area (hereinafter HRA). B MP application throughout the HRA helped in avoiding piracy by making it effective to determine the location of the operating pirates and prepare alternative travel routes based on circumstances influencing that area.

B. Emergence of Privately Contracted Armed Security Personnel and Floating Armories at Sea

The employment of Privately Contracted Armed Security Personnel (hereinafter PCASP) through Private Maritime Security Companies/Contractors (hereinafter
PMSC13 and Vessel Protection Detachments (hereinafter VPD)14 was another international response to tackle the scourge of maritime piracy and armed robbery against ships. However, the unwillingness of the coastal States off the West African coast to tolerate a third party’s PCASP usage on board ships made such operation cumbersome in that region.15 Moreover, due to the inability of private security to deter pirate attacks occurring in the territorial waters of the West African coast, in comparison to the High Seas as in the case of the HRA in the western Indian Ocean, the PCASP usage boomed in the latter region.16

PMSC pre-position PCASP and weapons at key ports of the coastal States in the Red Sea or Indian Ocean to support the prompt embarkation of clients’ vessels.17 To store weapons and accommodate personnel, PMSC employ commercially available Floating Armory (hereinafter FA) vessels that operate as static or mobile offshore logistics facilities.18

Determination of the number of PMSC currently operating in the Indian Ocean region has been difficult due to the lack of a central registry for their licensing or qualifications.19 However, it has been estimated that as of 2012, more than 140 PMSC specializing in anti-piracy operations have been operating off the Somali coast.20

An increase in PCASP usage noted a decrease or temporary disappearance of pirates, thereby enhancing a peaceful transit through the Somali waters.21 Additionally, the international community witnessed a failure in piracy attempts due to the presence of armed security where the military was not involved.22 This surfaced the efficiency and cost-effective result of employing PCASP on board merchant vessels, thereby instigating a boom in their usage.23

Nevertheless, the lack of concrete regulations governing operation of VPD, FAs and PCASP on board merchant ships created problems. For example, in February 2012, two Italian marines on board an Italian-flagged commercial oil tanker, Enrica Lexie, killed two Indian fishermen on suspicion of piracy which resulted in a diplomatic fallout between India and Italy.24

In addition, controversy persists pertaining to the size and type of vessels that can be used to store weapons.25 In 2013, an FA ship, MV Seaman Guard Ohio, owned by AdvanFort, a U.S.-based PMSC, was impounded and the crew and armed guards aboard were detained after it entered Indian territorial waters with illegal arms without adequate permission.26

Prominently, the crime of piracy is a breach of jus cogens and the employment of PCASP on board vessels is a means of defense against bona-fide pirates or terrorists who are hostis humani generis, or enemies of all mankind.27 However, acts of PCASP can certainly not be unreasonable or unjustified.28 Neither can they result in sudden panic and unprovoked use of force at the first sight of an approaching boat or dinghy.29

In the light of the above background, this paper seeks to balance navigational freedom against coastal State security concerns. In attempting to do so, Section II studies the industry self-regulations applicable to private maritime security service providers. Section III reflects on the IMO’s contributions as a guide and a recommendatory
body to PMSC, shipowners, coastal, port and flag States. Section IV analyzes the security concerns of coastal States contrasting the right of innocent passage in the territorial sea (hereinafter TS) and the freedom of navigation in the exclusive economic zone (hereinafter EEZ) guaranteed under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1982 (hereinafter UNCLOS). Having reviewed all these aspects, Section V encapsulates the intended balance.

II. Industry Self-Regulation

Industry self-regulation is a regulatory process designed by private actors outside the governmental decision-making arena. It is a voluntary form of sectoral governance that implies the requirement of decisive cooperation among industry stakeholders. Nevertheless, despite existing concerns pertaining to its accountability, credibility and enforceability, industry self-regulation retains the capacity to compete with or supplement national regulatory norms.

Today, PMSC self-regulation is primarily in the form of several soft law instruments such as codes of conduct established by industry trade associations. Commonly, when terms of a code of conduct are incorporated into a contract with a supplier, they become legally binding as de facto minimum standards. Considering especially that States have been rather slow-paced in regulating or developing regulations for private maritime security activities, PMSC self-regulation functions as a potential source of global governance and a medium for raising standards in this industry. Thus, it is critical to gauge their role and effectiveness.

A. Montreux Document

The “Montreux Document on Pertinent International Legal Obligations and Good Practices for States Related to Operations of Private Military and Security Companies During Armed Conflict” (hereinafter Montreux Document) is an intergovernmental document established by the efforts of the Swiss Government and the International Committee of the Red Cross in 2008. The international legal obligations under the Montreux document are cultivated from international humanitarian law, human rights agreements and customary international law. It carves a non-exhaustive list of good practices positioned for peacetime, thereby evidencing that it is not strictly confined to armed conflict. Precisely, it reiterates that States are not relieved of their international obligations despite PMSC’s private nature.

Though the Montreux Document is non-binding and was drafted to apply to private security services provided on dry land, it is also “meant to provide practical guidance in other contexts,” inclusive of protecting merchant shipping against piracy. Its character, therefore, gives it a prospective rather than a reactive regulatory approach towards PMSC. Notably, States such as the Bahamas, the Marshall Islands and Cook Islands have signified the Montreux Document’s provisions in their recommendations to the IMO.
B. International Code of Conduct

The “International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers” (hereinafter ICoC) was adopted in 2010. It builds on the foundations of the Montreux Document and is a set of principles for private security providers formulated by the multi-stakeholder initiative convened by the Swiss government. It has a two-fold operation covering principles of conduct and principles of management of the private security personnel. Since it signifies the necessity of developing independent governance and oversight mechanism as well as responsible administration of the Code, the ICoC Association (hereinafter ICoCA) has been created.

Currently, ICoC has over 700 signatory companies endorsing their responsibility to uphold the rule of law, human rights and clients’ interests. It enjoys some force of statutory and/or contractual obligation on the private security providers. This is evident from the fact that various national and international regulatory initiatives require ICoC compliance or ICoCA membership either as a matter of law or as a prerequisite for obtaining private security contracts with a State or an international organization. Besides, not only do States consider it as model for PMSC compliance of industry regulations but also its usage could serve as a basis for the IMO to develop more formal guidelines regulating PCASP deployment on board merchant ships. Appreciably, the views of the international community are hardening an essentially “soft law” approach towards ICoC.

C. Best Management Practices

After the IMO resolved to implement BMP, the Maritime Security Committee (hereinafter MSC) drew attention to the revised version of the BMP, i.e., BMP4, to keep them “alive, relevant, dynamic and updated.” BMP4 strongly recommends applying BMP throughout the HRA and outlines that non-observance of BMP prescriptions advances severe consequences.

BMP4 refers to three fundamental requirements, viz. registration at MSCHOA, reporting to UKMTO and implementation of Ship Protection Measures. Notably, BMP4 supports unarmed PMSC usage, but does not endorse or recommend the general usage of armed PMSC. However, it recommends armed/unarmed PMSC usage only pursuant to voyage risk assessment by ship operators and subject to flag States’ approval.

Interestingly, when considering armed guards, BMP4 asserts deployment of VPD as the recommended option to protect vulnerable ships. It expresses that armed PMSC is only an “additional layer of protection” and not an alternative to BMP. Subsequently, it recommends the presence of guards on board vessels to be included in the reports of UKMTO and MSCHOA—who are marked as the key contacts for Naval or military organizations.

Notably, where BMP recommendations were followed, cases of successful pirate attacks were reduced. Significantly, BMP recommendations have been reflected in the national regulations of popular ship registries such as Panama and Liberia.
Thus, BMP is an integral industry regulation of precautionary nature that can best protect ships against pirate attacks.

D. Industry Guidelines

In 2011, “Industry Guidelines for the Use of PMSC as Additional Protection in Waters Affected by Somali Piracy” (hereinafter Industry Guidelines) were developed by BIMCO, ICS, INTERCARGO, INTERTANKO, OCIMF, IG P&I Clubs. They serve as a guide to shipping companies that decide to engage PMSC or any additional protection against piracy and/or armed attack. Much like BMP, they recognize the usage of non-lethal means of self-protection as the industry’s responsibility and subject to risk analysis, prefer VPD for protecting vulnerable merchant ships when considering armed guards.

Industry Guidelines provide a selection criteria founded on commercial due diligence for engaging PMSC. This includes checking the criminal background, employment history and military background of the PMSC personnel, i.e., PCASP, along with assessing their medical, physical and mental fitness. They require PMSC’s sound understanding of the relevant UNCLOS sections, the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation and the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea including the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code. Also, PCASP are required to be acquainted with the appropriate principles or guidelines or rules for the use of force. Besides, they provide that PCASP are to be trained to safely operate on different vessels transiting in the marine environment and handle equipment such as weapons, where armed.

Industry Guidelines indicate the unlikeliness for the risk analysis to determine the onboard security team size to be less than four personnel. They provide for the inclusion of a Team Leader and recommend one PCASP to be qualified as a team medic. They make it a prerequisite to clearly define, document and discuss the command and control structure between the Ship Operator, Master and the PMSC Team Leader. Subsequent provisions signify responsible and consistent management of weapons and ammunition on board through documenting compliance of the relevant legislative requirements. Also, they provide for record-keeping and reporting of circumstances where weapons are discharged. In addition, the owners are to ensure, for themselves and their personnel, maintenance of an insurance coverage that is non-prejudicial to the ship owners’ insurance coverage.

Importantly, the industry asserts governmental responsibility for ensuring freedom of navigation on the high seas and the protection of the right of innocent passage. Also, PMSC are to provide a detailed plan of their proposed security team deployment in compliance with flag state requirements including, inter alia, their conceptual understanding of the “right of innocent passage” in territorial waters and the extent of compromising this right as opposed to the freedom of navigation on the high seas. Considerably, various flag States like India, Liberia and the United Kingdom (hereinafter UK) have regulations that complement and are consistent with the Industry Guidelines.
E. GUARDCON Standard Contract

GUARDCON is an agreement for the hiring of services of private maritime security guards, armed or unarmed, on ships. It was developed by BIMCO to assist the industry, and in particular shipowners and their P&I Clubs. In 2012, BIMCO issued the latest version of the GUARDCON and forwarded it to the 90th session of the Maritime Safety Committee (hereinafter MSC).

GUARDCON provides for responsibilities and liabilities of parties, dealing especially with insurances and the potential use of force on board ships. Significantly, it is not limited to the current HRA and can be employed within any geographical area agreed between the owners and the contractors. It has a multi-functional character since it can be used for both single and multiple transits. Its provisions do not substitute the exercise of due diligence and are negotiable. It is a confidential document with an exception to the other party’s prior written consent or the request of a government or its agency to the extent required by law.

GUARDCON stipulates for the contractors to provide a security team comprising of at least four suitably qualified, trained and experienced security personnel, including a team leader. The security team’s profile includes protecting and defending the vessel during the transit against any “actual, perceived or threatened acts” not only limited to piracy but also extending to “violent robbery and/or capture/seizure.” It signifies BMP measures and procedures and requires the owners to liaise with the UKMTO and MSCHOA accordingly.

Despite its provisions, GUARDCON disclaims any guarantee as to the vessel’s security during the provision of security services. It only attempts to raise security companies’ standards for insurance coverage for risks as well as permits and licenses for the lawful transport and carriage of weapons.

III. IMO Guidance and Recommendations

IMO, a specialized United Nations agency, addresses issues relating to international shipping by adopting uniform rules and standards for the shipping industry. It aims to mandate safe and secure trade and travel by sea by managing and mitigating possible threats to maritime security. For this purpose, it has been developing suitable regulations and guidance through the MSC with inputs from IMO’s Facilitation Committee and Legal Committee. Being operationally based on the consensus of its Member States, it is an extremely effective decision-making platform.

In 2011, “piracy and armed robbery against ships” was included in the agenda of MSC’s 89th session. This session approved Interim Recommendations for flag, port and coastal States and Interim Guidance to shipowners, ship operators, and shipmasters regarding PCASP usage on board ships in the HRA. In 2012, MSC’s 90th session revised these interim recommendations and further agreed on the Interim Guidance to PMSC providing PCASP on board ships in the HRA (hereinafter Floating Armories and Privately Contracted Armed Security on Ships 75
These documents are to be conjunctively read along with the “Questionnaire on information on port and coastal State requirements related to PCASP on board ships” and other IMO recommendations and guidance for preventing and suppressing piracy and armed robbery against ships.

Notably, IMO neither endorses nor condemns carriage of arms and PCASP usage on board ships. It directs the responsibility on individual flag and coastal States to determine the legality, appropriateness of and conditions for PCASP usage. Therefore, reviewing IMO’s contribution in this field is significant.

A. Revised Interim Recommendations for Flag States

“Revised Interim Recommendations for Flag States Regarding the Use of PCASP on Board Ships in the HRA” (hereinafter MSC.1-Circ.1406-Rev.3) resulted from three revisions of the interim recommendations for flag States that were approved at the 89th MSC session. MSC.1-Circ.1406-Rev.3 does not endorse or institutionalize PCASP usage on board vessels. Instead, it urges flag States to consider the possibility of escalation of violence resulting from the usage of firearms and carriage of armed personnel on board vessels. It also requires flag States to clarify the national policies pertaining to the carriage of armed security personnel to the masters, seafarers, shipowners, operators and companies.

MSC.1-Circ.1406-Rev.3 recommends flag States position a PCASP authorization policy, including conditions for such authorization. It primarily suggests flag States consider the appropriateness of PCASP usage under national legislation. Secondly, if determined appropriate, it recommends the establishment of a policy that, inter alia, includes a minimum criteria for PCASP compliance, possession of valid accreditation by PMSC for PCASP employment and a procedure for authorizing PCASP usage that meet minimum flag States requirements. It suggests that such policies may also directly refer to the applicable national laws relating to the PCASP’s carriage and use of firearms along with the obligation to report and keep records. The requirements of MSC.1-Circ.1406-Rev.3 are embodied in various national regulations such as those in India, Liberia, the UK and Panama.

B. Revised Interim Guidance to Shipowners, Ship Operators and Shipmasters

“Revised Interim Guidance to Shipowners, Ship Operators and Shipmasters on the Use of PCASP on Board Ships in the HRA” (hereinafter MSC.Circ.1405-Rev.2) indicates the application of flag State jurisdiction to ships using PMSC and PCASP. MSC.Circ.1405-Rev.2 states that PCASP usage is not an alternative to BMP and other protective measures. It suggests shipowners ensure flag State consultation early in their consideration of PCASP usage and recommends such consideration only after a thorough risk assessment.

MSC.Circ.1405-Rev.2 suggests determining not only the security team size before their deployment on board but also an appropriate hierarchy in its compo-
sition, i.e., the appointment of a Team Leader. Notably, it recommends the master report to the appropriate military authorities the intended transit or transiting of the ship carrying PCASP, firearms and security related equipment through the HRA. In addition, it holds the shipowners and ship operators responsible for familiarizing this guidance to the master and the crew.

MSC.Circ.1405-Rev.2 recapitulates the provisions of Industry Guidelines pertaining to PMSC selection, command and control structure, responsible management of firearms and ammunition, the rules on the use of force and the obligation to report and keep records. Appreciably, States such as India, Liberia, Panama and the UK have incorporated its provisions.

C. Revised Interim Recommendations for Port and Coastal States

“Revised Interim Recommendations for Port and Coastal States Regarding the Use of PCASP on Board Ships in the HRA” address the need for the development of a regulatory regime specifically for port and coastal States. They particularly urge coastal States bordering the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea, Gulf of Aden and Red Sea to put in place relevant policies and procedures which are consistent with international law. They also advocate for governments to refrain from establishing policies that “interfere with the navigation of ships” or hinder or are capable of hindering “the continuation of maritime trade.”

Importantly, they encourage governments to consider factors pertaining to “embarkation,” “disembarkation” and “vessel calling” prior to developing national policies and related procedures concerning PCASP usage on board vessels. These considerations include requiring PCASP identification; storage, security and control of firearms and security related equipment—proposed for embarkation and those retained on board—coupled with notifications and documentation of their embarkation and disembarkation. Also, if applicable, they require documentation denoting the authorization of PCASP, firearms and security related equipment.

D. Interim Guidance to Private Maritime Security Companies

MSC.1-Circ.1443 sets out interim guidance to PMSC. Since it considers restriction of the Montreux Document to situations of armed conflict and the ICoC to land-based security companies, it disregards their direct applicability to PMSC. Therefore, it intends to meet, in the interim, the necessity for regulating PCASP usage on board ships transiting the HRA.

MSC.1-Circ.1443 recognizes a flag State’s right to not authorize PCASP usage on board ships. It highlights coastal State sovereignty enjoyed within the TS subject to the rule of innocent passage under UNCLOS and other rules of international law. It acknowledges exclusive flag States jurisdiction on the high seas over ships carrying PCASP on board and their consequent duties under UNCLOS. Importantly, it
reaffirms the subjective nature of PCASP deployment and advises PMSC to seek “appropriate” and “applicable” approvals from competent authorities in flag States, countries where PMSC is registered and countries in which operations are conducted or managed—including countries through which PCASP may transit.\textsuperscript{136}

MSC.1-Circ.1443 suggests PMSC operate with the awareness, understanding, reflection and consideration of the applicable laws of “flag, port and coastal States” regarding the “transport, carriage, storage and use of firearms and security-related equipment and the use of force.”\textsuperscript{137} They are also required to have a “sound understanding” of the piracy situation and piracy threat in the HRA in addition to the latest BMP version, specifically for ship protection measures.\textsuperscript{138}

MSC.1-Circ.1443 mirrors the provisions of Industry Guidelines and MSC.Circ.1405-Rev.2 pertaining to selection, size, composition and equipment, vetting and training of PCASP, command and control structure, responsible management of firearms and ammunition, insurance, rules on the use of force and reporting and record-keeping of circumstances where firearms have been discharged.\textsuperscript{139} Therefore, flag State regulations complementing provisions of Industry Guidelines and MSC.Circ.1405-Rev.2 are substantially in line with MSC.1-Circ.1443.\textsuperscript{140}

\textbf{IV. Coastal State Authority}

Since FAs and PCASP on board ships majorly operate in international waters, jurisdiction over them is largely vested in flag States—whose laws and policies in this regard fluctuate from an outright prohibition to recommending their usage.\textsuperscript{141} However, a flag State’s exclusive jurisdiction is not absolute and there are several occasions where other States are granted, in varying degrees, a share of the flag State’s legislative or enforcement jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{142} Particularly, coastal States may decide to regulate international shipping in order to address a certain concern.\textsuperscript{143} Coastal State jurisdiction over foreign merchant ships may not only be territorial or rather zone-based, but may also derive from international agreements and/or established international standards and practices.\textsuperscript{144}

Today, there are differing opinions concerning the extent of coastal State jurisdiction for regulating innocent passage enjoyed by foreign vessels in the TS and the high seas freedom of navigation in the EEZ.\textsuperscript{145} This is more so in the case of ships that transit a coastal State’s TS or EEZ while carrying PCASP on board. In 2011, IMO’s Facilitation Committee particularly urged coastal States bordering the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea, Gulf of Aden and Red Sea to “raise awareness of their relevant national legislation, policies and procedures relating to the carriage, embarkation and disembarkation of firearms and security-related equipment through their territory and the movement of PCASP.”\textsuperscript{146} While certain States like Spain, the Islamic Republic of Iran and Israel do not have any particular procedure or specific requirement for the transit of ships carrying PCASP on board through their TS and/or Contiguous Zones, other States like India, Maldives and Australia require an advance notification.\textsuperscript{147}

States are no longer strangers to terrorism-related incidents emanating from
the maritime domain and hence, there is a necessity for them to accumulate coordinated efforts for the prevention of threats to their security or sovereignty. Precisely, this is evidenced by the development of national policies applying Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA). For example, Canada and the U.S. incorporated MDA within their national policies to detect, deter and defeat potential threats to their sovereignty, security and safety.

Considerably, it is interesting that India seeks advance information, as a measure of MDA, concerning navigation of FAs and vessels carrying PCASP in its TS and EEZ. This view is discussed below.

A. The Indian Security Imperative

India’s stance arises from its security concerns triggered not only by the increased presence of floating armories near its coastline but also by its past experience. Maritime traffic, in an attempt to avoid the HRA-related additional war risk premium, has become increasingly intimate to the Indian coastline, which is the largest in the western Indian Ocean, and this, consequently, has interfered with the Indian shipping and fishing fleets. Also, India’s geographical positioning in a region with active operation of terrorist groups has exposed it to various terrorist attacks. Moreover, India is still being confronted by concerns of possible terror attacks proceeding from its coasts.

To India, a “security incident” in its TS is constituted when PCASP or VPD encounter pirates or when they mistake fishing boats in its EEZ for pirate skiffs and use force against them. India questions the very legality of FAs being termed as “merchant ships,” since it regards FA operations as being dissimilar to those of merchant ships.

I. MSC.94/14/2

In 2014, India’s submission to MSC sought development of guidelines for regulating FAs. It highlighted the “nebulous area” exposed by FAs supplying PCASP to cargo ships. It estimated the operation of approximately 18 FAs carrying over 7,000 weapons on the high seas. Importantly, India asserted that the presence of FAs close to the Indian coasts raises security concerns, especially in case of their illegitimate operation in the absence of an international regulatory mechanism concerning PCASP usage on board merchant vessels.

India substantiated its security concerns by illustrating the detention of MV Seaman Guard Ohio, a special purpose vessel manned with excessive number of armed guards, where the police seized 35 assault rifles and 5,680 rounds of ammunition. It also underlined the 1991 explosions to demonstrate that past terror attacks paved their way through the sea borders into India. Further, it instanced the 2011 terrorist attacks where the 10 responsible Lashkar-e-Taiba terrorists entered Mumbai via sea, killing as many as 175 people and injuring 291.

Drawing from these security concerns, India contended the existence of a coastal State’s inherent right to protect its marine environment up to its EEZ.
sequently, it deemed it “imperative,” within the larger framework of MDA, to “mandatorily” share with the concerned coastal State authorities the details of PCASP on board ships that sail through its EEZ or the FAs transiting or operating in such waters. However, MSC deliberations did not support this proposal.

II. MSC.97/19/11 and MSC.98/15/2

In 2016, India proposed the development of an international regulatory framework for FAs, as a new output. This submission analyzed the “largely bona-fide concerns” arising, \textit{inter alia}, from the non-availability of pertinent FA details, ambiguous insurance and charterparty requirements, lack of port State control and adequate industry standards, lack of clarity in stakeholders’ liabilities and in applicability of international treaties, standards, guidelines and IMO Conventions/Codes to FAs.

Building on this submission, India proposed “draft guidelines on FAs” at MSC’s 98th session to assist Member States, shipowners, ship operators and seafarers on the usage of merchant ships as FAs (hereinafter MSC.98/15/2). MSC.98/15/2 seeks to ensure FAs’ safety and security. Significantly, it attempts to define FAs as “cargo ships, often anchored in international waters and used to store weapons, ammunition and related equipment such as body armour and night vision goggles.” It, further, categorizes them as under:

1. companies that operate armories for storage: companies provide the resources, ships, armoury facilities and other logistics supports; weapons are transferred by the company providing the security personnel, such weapons are stored for the period of time that the related personnel are using the facilities of the armoury;
2. complete service providers: companies that operate storage facilities, but also provide weapon systems for rent by security personnel undertaking operations; and
3. fully integrated security service provider: the company provides logistics, ships, operators, weapons and ammunition directly.

MSC.98/15/2 requires FAs to obtain flag State permission along with other applicable documentation and certification under international law. It also requires documentation of arms licensing and record keeping of all FA transactions. Importantly, it requires the “nearest coastal State” to be informed about all activities of an FA anchored/stationed in international waters, until its departure from such location and discontinuation of all activities. It also assigns the discretion to coastal States to direct and provide the frequency of periodical reporting. Significantly, MSC.98/15/2 requires advance communication to the coastal State of the entry of private armed guards and foreign-owned firearms into ports or TS.

B. The Right of Innocent Passage of Floating Armories and Ships Carrying Privately Contracted Armed Security Personnel on Board

Coastal States retain authority over their TS, subject to the right of foreign ships to innocent passage. The concept of innocent passage is based on freedom of navi-
UNCLOS signifies that foreign vessels possess the right of innocent passage provided such passage is not prejudicial to coastal States’ “peace, good order or security.” The determination of what these terms constitute has been left to the discretion of coastal States. However, to be innocent, it is requisite that the passage is “continuous and expeditious” and it conforms with UNCLOS and other rules of international law. Moreover, to determine its innocence, the “manner” in which passage is carried out is important.

UNCLOS provides a non-exhaustive list of prejudicial activities for determining whether a foreign vessel’s passage is innocent. There is difference of opinion regarding the acts covered within the ambit of this list. Besides, to regulate innocent passage, coastal States enjoy discretion to adopt laws and regulations. Also, to prevent “non-innocent” passage, coastal States have the right to take “necessary” steps, which can include stopping, visiting, inspecting, diverting from the TS, detaining as well as forcing foreign ships involved in “non-innocent passage” to a coastal port for the institution of legal proceedings.

Nonetheless, coastal States are to refrain from imposing requirements that are discriminatory against foreign ships or have the practical effect of denying or impairing the right of foreign ships to innocent passage. But, this right may be interfered with in certain instances for the protection of a coastal State’s “security,” including weapons exercises. However, the interpretation of the concept of “security” is subjective. For example, the Corfu Channel Case confirmed the right of warships to “innocent passage” without previous authorization in peacetime as an international custom. However, state practice in this regard appears to be variable.

The right of innocent passage is also tested in case of ships carrying hazardous substances. Many States have claimed a right to exclude such shipments from their TS while some contentiously propose a prior notification requirement for such transits. Nonetheless, international shipping witnessed a recent development of Ship Reporting Systems (hereinafter SRS) and Vessel Traffic Service (hereinafter VTS), which concern a coastal States’ right to request information from a ship in its coastal waters. This development may have been arguably derived from a coastal State’s prescriptive powers under UNCLOS.

Evidently, UNCLOS enables coastal States to undertake deterrent and preventive measures to restrict passage of foreign ships which are not innocent. Besides, national laws demonstrate that the regime of innocent passage can only be interfered with in situations where coastal State interests override flag State interests. Likewise, foreign vessels in a coastal State’s TS must conform to the coastal State’s navigational security legislation.

Interestingly, the presence of a military element in a ship operation appears to suggest a shift from their peaceful character to a threatening one. For example, the U.S. agent Elihu Root argued in the North Atlantic Coast Fisheries Arbitration that warships did not have the right to pass through the TS “without consent … because they threaten. Merchant ships may pass because they do not threaten.” Accordingly, the operational nature of FAs and PCASP on board ships raises suspicions regarding their prejudicial nature to innocent passage in various circumstances. For
instance, PCASP practicing with weapons and/or ammunitions through drills, maneuvering or weapons testing/firing, etc., on board ships transiting a coastal State’s TS would qualify as “exercise or practice with weapons.” Such practice would change their character, thereby deeming their passage as “non-innocent.” Besides, if PCASP embark, disembark and load or offload weapons and/or ammunitions on board ships within a coastal State’s TS, such acts would potentially imply “taking on board a military device”; thereby, qualifying their passage as “non-innocent.”

The analysis above indicates that the operational nature of FAs and merchant ships carrying PCASP is capable of compromising coastal security, especially within a coastal State’s TS. Moreover, the absence of uniform international regulations invokes presumptions of their misuse. In such scenarios, the tendency of coastal nations to resort to precautionary and defensive measures is demonstrated by the MV Seaman Guard Ohio Case.

C. Freedom of Navigation in EEZ for Floating Armories and Ships Carrying Privately Contracted Armed Security Personnel on Board

EEZ exhibits a sui generis character. It differs from the high seas and the TS and is distinctly regulated. UNCLOS demonstrates the navigational rules in the EEZ and protects the freedom of navigation therein for all States. Additionally, the EEZ regime under UNCLOS imports the provisions relating to the high seas and other pertinent rules of international law, subject to their compatibility with Part V of UNCLOS. However, a coastal State’s right to prescribe certain laws and regulations for foreign-flagged ships in its EEZ is a subject of controversy.

UNCLOS accords coastal States with “sovereign rights” in the EEZ for the purpose of exploring, exploiting, conserving and managing all resources, i.e., living and non-living economic resources. Interestingly, coastal States and other States exercising their rights and duties in a coastal State’s EEZ are to reciprocate “due regard” to each other’s rights and duties. It is noteworthy that coastal States have far reaching jurisdiction for taking “necessary measures” to ensure compliance of their laws and regulations enacted for exercising their sovereign rights and regulating ship-based pollution.

Besides, there is no limitation or particular requirement on the range of enforcement measures that a coastal State can avail for itself. This inevitably raises concerns of a coastal State’s likelihood to unjustifiably interfere with the freedom of navigation in its EEZ. Therefore, it becomes practicable to gauge the reasonableness of measures that a coastal State may construe as “necessary” to employ against any actual interference to its sovereign rights in its EEZ. Justifying and determining reasonableness of a particular measure is largely dependent on the relevant facts of each case.

However, State practice tends to indicate the expansion of coastal State powers in the EEZ. For instance, Brazil, Bangladesh, Malaysia, India and Pakistan do not permit foreign military exercises or manoeuvres without consent within their EEZ. Accordingly, it is argued that “a new norm of customary international law appears
to have emerged that allows coastal States to regulate navigation through their EEZ based on the nature of the ship and its cargo.212

In 2011, India mandated all Indian and foreign commercial merchant vessels with armed guards and weapons to provide a Pre-Arrival Notification for Security (hereinafter PANS) prior to their entrance and transit through the Indian EEZ and the Indian Search and Rescue Region.213 Interestingly, India’s claim for PANS was only vindicated a year later with the Enrica Lexie Case where the court observed,

> There is no gainsaying the fact that the effect and consequences of such a gruesome act ensues in the territory of India. This incident has a direct bearing on the lives and livelihoods of that section of Indian population engaged in fishing … this incident has instilled in the fishermen community of India a sense of fear and insecurity about the safety and security of their lives at sea.214

This incident firmly demonstrated that, under the guise of freedom of navigation, the poorly regulated PCASP on board merchant ships possess the capability of interfering in a coastal State’s rightful engagement of economic activities in its EEZ. Such instances underline that the security aspect of the EEZ cannot be discounted while focusing on economic aspects.

The Enrica Lexie Case unfolds the conflict between freedom of navigation of FAs and ships carrying PCASP and the rights and jurisdiction of coastal States in their EEZ. Considerably, the resolution for such conflict, as per the contemplation of UNCLOS, is to be founded on equity, relevant circumstances, respective interests of the parties involved and the whole international community.215

V. Conclusion

The fragility of world security has dramatically amplified in the recent years. Moreover, Section IV manifests that for a State like India, which has to bear the contemporaneous reality of its neighborhood, terrorist threat perceptions are inevitably provoked. Therefore, to achieve preparedness for tackling matters that threaten national security or sovereignty, it becomes integral to strengthen information sharing between both the private and public sector. This would in turn assist States in developing effective emergency response capabilities. National implementation of MDA, as illustrated in Section IV, appears as an attempt in the same direction.

Sections II and III predominantly indicate that PCASP are to be employed as a last resort for protecting merchant vessels. They also demonstrate that the current regulations are not universal. They only satisfy flag States but not coastal States. However, the consequences of proliferating operations of FAs and PCASP on board merchant vessels do not only extend to the shipping industry and flag States, but also impact the States within whose maritime zones they transit. Considerably, such operations challenge the security of coastal nations in the absence of uniform international regulatory and policing mechanisms.
Section IV evidences that “military uses” within coastal maritime zones by themselves create a presumption of serving non-peaceful purposes, let alone the case of merchant vessels carrying PCASP during transits. Also, the PCASP practice of carrying arms on board merchant ships prompts speculations concerning their intent. Therefore, it is predictable that coastal States might employ precautionary measures such as a “prior notification” requirement to secure peace and stability. However, UNCLOS does not specifically incorporate a prior notification regime; but the lack of an express provision creates ambiguity and room for the possibility of imposing this requirement.

Observably, the requirement of prior notification is not unprecedented. As a duty, prior notification is not novel and is promoted among other instruments. The development of SRS and VTS, as pointed in Section IV, reveals that prior notification is a facet of confidence against environmental concerns of coastal States. Analogically, its attributes can help settle coastal State security concerns. Besides, its usefulness is ushered by its capacity to not only mitigate presumptuous apprehensions but also to secure a course of action to combat coastal emergencies. For example, a prior notification could be a coastal State’s tool to inform and prepare the fishermen and coastal community for non-interference in the prospective operation of FAs and vessels carrying PCASP through its TS and/or the EEZ; thereby, to ultimately avoid security incidents like the one encountered in the Enrica Lexi case.

Nonetheless, the analysis drawn under Section IV exhibits that the prior notification requirement is contentious and rests on three premises. Firstly, past experiences have created mistrust among States resulting in lack of confidence at the slightest presumption of threat. Owing to seek assurance against such presumptions, the coastal State requirement of prior notification emerged. This requirement demonstrates traits of confidence-building measures.

Secondly, there exists a jurisdictional conflict between flag and coastal States. The diminishing character of the coastal State jurisdiction from its TS to EEZ against third States’ navigational freedom creates controversy. Though a coastal State must not “hamper” a third State’s innocent passage, this obligation is to be construed in proportion of its competing interests and those of the general maritime community. On the contrary, it remains settled that the freedom of navigation has never been absolute. It is qualified in a coastal State’s EEZ by “due regard” to its rights and duties which arise not only from UNCLOS but also from national laws and regulations.

Thirdly, the controversy of applying the prior notification requirement is furthered by its contemporary unilateral character, which goes against the traditional importance given to the protection of navigational freedom. This exhibits that unilateral law enforcement measures of coastal States that surpass UNCLOS specifications will generally be open to challenge. Their sustenance would, consequently, depend on consistent or unified state practice. To procure such consistency, it becomes essential for a coastal State’s unilateral measures to be founded on necessity and proportionality so that they are justifiably integrated in the maritime community.
Besides, safeguarding national security is integral against the claim for another State’s freedom of navigation. In the process of avoiding encroachment of either claims and to establish a stable parity between Flag States and coastal States, the scope of freedom of navigation appears to be fading. This is reflected by evolving state practice that conditions freedom of navigation in the maritime zones of a coastal State to certain limitations as compared to their existence on the high seas. Moreover, Section IV reveals that law enforcement in the maritime domain appears to be no more zonal but rather functional.

In the contemporary maritime security context, the operation of FAs or ships carrying PCASP does not primarily serve the interests of coastal States—which may have to be in the constant fear of facing its potential adverse impacts. Understandably, it is fair to evaluate that the balance of convenience favors coastal State interests. Hence, in the interest of maintaining coastal security and to secure confidence of coastal States, there should be cooperation towards respecting measures that enhance MDA. This would be consistent with the UNCLOS desire to establish a legal order for the seas and oceans through international communication.

Today, balancing navigational freedoms against national interests is sine qua non. Therefore, while industry self-regulation and flag State regulations may be useful in the interim, there is a necessity for firm demarcation of coastal State regulations pertaining to operation of FAs and PCASP on board merchant ships within their maritime zones. Also, given the IMO’s role as substantiated in Section III, utilizing it as a forum for developing concrete coastal State regulations becomes indispensable. Ergo, until this is achieved, rectifying the ambiguity in UNCLOS and interpreting it to serve the coastal State cause is not only practicable and favorable but also equitable.
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